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Across the Pacific

ON TOUR WITH
THE MASTER

With Tom and Jane Counter at Honolulu airport

Part VI
Across the Pacific
RUSSELL PERKINS

HAWAII
HIS VERY short stay was scheduled primarily as a rest stop, to
break up the brutally long flight between San Francisco and Sydney. Whether it served as that o r not, I don't know: our five-hour
flight to Hilo was followed by a three-hour car ride across the "Big
Island" of Hawaii, arriving at the beautiful seaside village of Kailua,
Kona, where we were staying, late at night of a very full day that had
begun early in the morning many time-zones to the east. But Tom
and Jane Counter, our loving host and hostess, met us at the airport
with a van, big enough to take all the luggage and give the Master a
seat to Himself, so that He could lie down-which He did for much
of the way. Their "excellent arrangements" (His words) were much
appreciated.
There are a few initiates in Hawaii, and some seekers, and they
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A f children's darshan, Kirpal Kendra, Ausfralia

came to the Counter home at 4:30 p.m.
on August 26. He gave an informal Satsang to the dear ones gathered there for
about half an hour, then saw those who
wanted private interviews. We left the
Counter home at nine that night to catch
our charter plane to Honolulu, where we
boarded our plane for Sydney at 12:30
a.m. I t was a nine-and-a-half hour flight,
crossing both the Equator and the International Date Line, so we arrived in
Australia at 6 a.m. Thursday, August
28-losing
forever August 27, 1980.
What a strange feeling! I t was the longest
flight of the tour, grinding on and on
through the perpetual darkness-a real
time-tube, completely cut off from objective reality of any kind. How amazing
what Saints have to do!

fewer here than at any other place on the
Tour, and that is allowing the Master to
have some rest in preparation for His
return to India.
Last night's Satsang was on a hymn of
Guru Ramdas, which very beautifully
and consistently used the marital relationship as an image of the soul's relationship to God.
This morning at children's darshan,
one mother asked the Master. "Can you
foresee a school being established here?"
The Master said, "That is up to you.
There was a fearless fakir named Suthra
who lived in the time of Guru Har Gobind. Once he came to the Master with a
small bird enclosed in his fist, and asked
Him, 'Is the bird I am holding dead or
alive?' The bird was alive; but Suthra
thought,'If the Master says it is dead, I
AUSTRALIA
will release it and i t will fly away; if He
KIRPAI..KENDRA, HUNTER VAI..I..EY, says it is alive, I will just close my hand
NEW SOUTHWALES,AUGUST30-Such
and kill it.' But Guru Har Gobind was
aware of all this and said, 'Suthra, it is
a pleasant place this is! We love it here.
It's a great place to end the Tour up to you, whether the bird is alive or
-peaceful, relaxed, and full of very lov- dead. You decide.'
(Continued on page I2)
ing but polite people. The numbers are
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No Pain, No Gain
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The sinner is man only in appearance.
His deeds are of the animals: day
and night he cheats others.
we have become separated from
God we have changed a lot. We have
changed so much that the deeds which we
are doing now are not deeds which a man
should do; they are the deeds of animals.
Outwardly our appearance is that of a
man, but our deeds are those of animals.
Kabir Sahib also said that when God
was making the animals, by mistake He
created man; instead of tail and horns He
put the beard and mustache. But even
though the outward appearance is that of
man, still, the deeds and qualities are
those of animals.
INCE

S

Outwardly he wears religious garb,
but within him he has the dirt of
Maya:
No matter how much he tries, he
cannot hide his sin.
No matter if one wears saffron-colored
clothes, or puts on any outward appearance and pretends to be a Mahatma, he
won't be able to maintain that forever:
because whatever you have within you
will one day come out, and people will
know what you have inside. That is why
it does not matter if outwardly one takes
up the form of Sadhu; he cannot be a
Sadhu, because he will act according to

This talk, on the second half of Ashtapadi 4 of Guru Arjan's Sukhmani, was
given November 3, 1979, at Sant Bani
Ashram, Rajasthan.
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whatever he has within him. Guru Nanak
says that the false gold remains true as
long as it doesn't come to the goldsmith.
When it is brought to the goldsmith, he
can easily tell whether the gold is really
gold, or if it has something else in it. Just
as you cannot get oil out of false mustard
(which looks like mustard outwardly,
but really is not mustard) you cannot get
anything from the imperfect or false
Master. When a disciple who wants to
realize Truth comes to an imperfect
Master, the imperfect Master will run
away, because he knows that now one
has come who is going to ask something
of him. So when you have nothing inside, when you are imperfect within, you
cannot act as a perfect one outwardly for
a long time. One day, whatever you have
inside will be revealed in your acts and
behavior.

Outwardly he has knowledge and
contemplation, and he bathes in
holy waters;
Within him, the dog of greed is
there.
Outwardly a man may meditate and contemplate, and do many good things, and
teach many good things; but within him
the dog of greed is barking and he is
always expecting things from this place
and that place and everywhere.
In the olden days in India, in almost
every village, there used to be a so-called
"competent manw-the clever one of the
village. If the people were not able to
understand something, or if they wanted
to know any special thing, they would
5

ask him. Once it so happened that somebody was carrying an oil mill through
that village; before that nobody had ever
seen a machine for extracting oil from
seeds. So people started guessing what it
might be. Some people said it was this
and some people said it was that. When
they couldn't come to any conclusion
about it, they decided to call that socalled "competent one" of the village.
When he came and saw that machine he
started laughing; then after some time he
started crying. The people were surprised
and asked him, "Why is it that first you
started laughing and now you are crying?
What was the reason?" So he said, "I
started weeping because I am worried
about you people. When I leave this
world, who will come to tell you all these
good things, and who will give you all
this knowledge? And I started laughing
because this is that rod which God is using to put soot in His eyes*; and unfortunately, in the Will of God, it has fallen
down from the skies to the earth." People believed him. He didn't know; but
the people didn't know either, so they accepted whatever that so-called "competent one" said.
What is our condition? We go to socalled "competent masters," and theywho have never seen Light within, and
have no understanding or knowledge of
the Path, but who imitate the perfect
Masters-tell us to close our eyes and
meditate, and they try to show us that
they know everything about the Path and
about God. But when they themselves
have not seen the Light, what can they
teach us? What can they give us? Because
only the One Who has seen Light within-the One Who has manifested Light
within-only He can show us the Light,
and only He can manifest the Light
within us.
* Lampblack, to improve the appearance-a
alent custom in India.
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Master used to say that not even a
child is born without suffering pain. The
mother who is giving birth to the child
definitely has to suffer pain at the time of
giving birth. If you want to accomplish
or achieve anything in this world, you
definitely have to suffer and you definitely have to go through pain; unless
you suffer pain, you cannot do anything.
You can know from reading the story of
Guru Nanak how He meditated and
worked hard for realizing God. For
eleven years He sat on cushions made of
stones; in that way He did His meditations. Could He not get comfortable
cushions to sit on? Yes, He had everything; but still He sat on stones, because
you cannot find God if you don't suffer
pain. You have to work very hard to realize God. That's why Guru Nanak had to
suffer so much pain. It was the same in
the lives of Guru Angad and Guru Amardas. When Guru Amardas was seventytwo, He came to Guru Angad; and after
that, until the age of eight-four-for
twelve years continuously in His old
age-He served His Master, working
very hard for Him, bringing water from
the langar and other menial duties.
Similarly, you can read in the story of
Baba Sawan Singh, how hard He worked
to realize God and to become the perfect
Master. You already know the story of
our beloved Master Kirpal: how hard He
worked in meditation so as to become the
perfect One. Unless you work as hard as
our Masters have done, you cannot become perfect in your meditations, and
you cannot realize God.
Kabir Sahib says that we are the people
of the world who eat and make merry and
sleep, but unhappy is the servant, Kabir,
who always remains awake in the remembrance of God, and weeps for Him.
Within him is fire, and outwardly he
puts ashes on his body.
SANT BANI

He has stones around his neckhow can be swim across the bottomless?
Many people leave their homes, give up
their families, and even give up their
clothes and put ashes on their body; but
inside, the fire of all the desires-the fire
of the five evils-is burning. How can
they realize God that way? They are
wearing a garland of stones around their
neck, and are trying to swim across this
ocean of the world. How is that possible?

He in whose heart God resides,
Nanak says, "Such a one will be absorbed in Sahai. "
The one within whom God comes and
dwells-within whom God Himself manifests-only he gets such a position. You
cannot obtain the position of Sahaj just
by talking, because the position of Sahaj
does not lie in the three qualities (rajagun, tamagun, and satogun). If you
are involved in these things, you cannot
obtain the position of Sahaj. But if you
rise above and go to the fourth plane,
and if you meet a perfect Master Who
has reached Sach Khand, only He can
give you this Sahaj. If you are not doing
what you have read-if you are always
going in the opposite direction-then
how can you obtain this position? You
can obtain this position only after going
to the fourth plane, and only after meeting the perfect Master Who has seen
Sach Khand. Only He Who has Himself
obtained it can give you this position of
Sahaj.

How can a blind man find the way
only by being told?
If you take him by his hand, only
then can he reach the goal.
If a blind man comes to you and asks
you, "Where is such and such a place?"
and you just tell him, "You go in this
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direction and you will get there," he
won't be able to get to his destination
because he is blind and cannot see
where to go. Even though you may try
your best to tell him and to explain to
him where this path goes and where this
street goes, still he won't be able to find
his way. But if you kindly catch hold of
his fingers and take him where he wants
to go, only then can he get to his destination; otherwise he will get lost on the
way.
In the same way, in this path of spirituality we are blind. We may have read
many books, and from the books we may
know that this is the true path of God,
and that by practicing this path of God
we can realize Him and get to Sach
Khand, and all these things-we may
have all the knowledge about it-but we
cannot get to Sach Khand just by reading
books. Only if some perfect Master
comes, and we go in His company, and
He catches hold of our hand and puts us
on that path which we know about from
the books, and He Himself graciously
takes us to Sach Khand, only then can we
reach our destination.

How can the deaf man solve riddles?
If you tell him it is night, he will
think that you are talking about
day.
No matter how many questions and problems you put before a deaf man, he
won't be able to solve any of them:
because he won't be able to hear you. In
the same way, if we are not having the
company of the perfect Master, and if we
are not getting any guidance from Him,
how can we solve the problem of God?
Guru Arjan says that the worldly people, those who are attached to mind and
maya, are blind and deaf and dumb. He
says that we are blind because, although
God is within us, we are not able to see

Him; and we are deaf, because God is
calling us from within, and H e is sounding His sound, but still we are not able to
hear Him. This is why Guru Sahib is calling us blind and deaf.

How can a dumb man sing the songs?
Even i f he tries, his voice will break.
N o matter how much a dumb man tries
t o sing, he won't be able t o d o it. H e
won't be able to get his voice out correctly, his voice will break down, because he
doesn't have the power of speech or the
power of singing.

How can a cripple wander over the
mountains?
He can never reach there.
If a crippled one wants to reach the top
of the mountain and make a house there,
he can never d o it-because he doesn't
have legs or the power of walking. On the
path of spirituality, we have to go above,
and we are crippled ones on this path
without the guidance of the perfect
Master. So how can we dream of going to
Sach Khand and making our abode
there? Unless we have the guidance and
protection and help of the perfect Master
we can never reach the top of this path of
spirituality; and unless Master admits us
into His Home, we can never reach there.

The poor one prays to the Merciful
Creator:
Nanak says, "Such ones can swim
only by Your Grace. "
Now Guru Arjan Dev Ji says, "Humbly
I a m making a request to You, that You
shower grace on all these souls: because
the souls can get liberation only by Your
Grace."

He W h o is the helper and always accompanies him, is not remembered by him.
He loves those who are his enemies.
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We d o not have love and affection for
the Lord, Who is helping us at every moment, and in our every work. We d o not
have love for Him, but we have love for
oun dear ones-our children, who are
always criticizing us, and who come to us
only when they need us. When their purpose is served, then they d o not care
about us. But still, we have much love for
them, and we don't have love for God,
Who is our protector at every moment.

He dwells in the house of sand,
And indulges in numerous pleasures
of Maya.
Our body is just like a house made of
sand. You cannot say how long that
house of sand will survive, because a
house of sand is not permanent or stable;
who knows when it will be turned into
dust? It is the same with our body. We
cannot rely upon it; we cannot say how
long we are going to live in this world.
Who knows when this breathing will stop
and we will have t o leave this world
empty-handed? That is why H e says that
we cannot rely upon our own self.
We are intoxicated by the worldly
pleasures, and we have forgotten that
our body is just like a house of sand, and
we d o not know when we will have to
leave this world. Farid Sahib says that a
crane was playing with the fishes, and
after catching them, he was throwing
them into the air, and then again catching them and eating them. H e was very
happy playing like that. Suddenly a
hawk came from the sky, and caught
hold of the crane; and when the crane
saw that the hawk was coming, he forgot
about his enjoyment-he forgot about
playing with the fishes-he was worried
about his own self. But, in the Will of
God, the hawk came and took that
crane, and the crane also lost his life.
In the same way, we are intoxicated by
SANT BANI

Maya, and we are playing with all the
things in this world, enjoying the worldly
pleasures. We have forgotten that there
is some power higher than us which can
come at any moment and take hold of us;
and that is death. Who knows when
death might come, and who knows at
that time what we might be doing? When
death comes, we forget all the happiness
and enjoyments of this world, because at
that time we are always anxious to save
our own life. But we cannot postpone
that; death can never be postponed.

In his mind he believes in having determination,
But he never remembers death.
If you want to practice this Path of the
Masters, you need to have strong determination. If you have strong determination and faith in the Master and the Path,
only then will you be able to save yourself from the Negative Power. The Negative Power cannot harm those who are
strong in their devotion.

Enmity, opposition, lust, anger, attachment, falsehood
Bad deeds, greed, and deceit are loved
by him.
Now the question is, why d o we not meet
God? It is because we have many faults
within us: we are jealous of others, we
have enmity towards others; we have
lust; we have anger, greed, attachment,
egoism. We are deceitful; we have every
bad quality. Because of those bad qualities, God does not give us His darshan.
We complain that we have been initiated
for a long time, but still we are not able
to see Him within. Sometimes we lose
faith in the Master also. But we never
question our own self; we never ask ourselves if we have ever tried to give up
these things. Have we ever tried to get rid
of all these evils? Have we ever tried to
maintain chastity and purity within?
November 1980

When we d o not try to maintain chastity
and purity within, when we d o not try t o
get rid of the evils which we have within,
how can we expect the pure God t o come
and reside within us?
Tulsi Sahib said, "0 dear ones, if you
want to see God, you must remove all
these things from within yourselves. You
must remove gambling, looking at other
people's wives, lust, anger, and all the
five evils. Only if you will remove all
these, can you have His darshan."

In this way he has lived in many
birthsNanak says, "Oh Lord, save him by
Your Grace."
Now Guru Arjan Dev Ji says that all this
enmity, antagonism, deceitfulness, lust,
anger-all these evils which we are suffering now-we d o not have all this only
in the human body. W e had these evils in
our previous bodies also; ever since we
got separated from Him, we have been
suffering from all this. But u p till now,
we never got the opportunity t o understand these things, and t o get rid of them.
That is why Guru Arjan is making a request on our behalf to the Lord: "Oh
Lord, now that we realize that we have
all these things within us, You should
shower Grace on us so that we can get rid
of all this, and be able t o meet You.
Without Your Grace, we can never become free of all these things."

You are the Lord and Ipray to YouThe soul and body are Your Creation.
Now Guru Arjan Dev Ji is praying t o the
Almighty Lord; H e says, "Oh Lord,
whatever we see in this world, that is all
Yours-the body, and all that has been
created in this world, has been made
by Your Will. Whatever comes in this
world, comes in Your Will, and whatever

goes from this world, that also happens
in Your Will. All this creation is in Your
Will."

You are our Mother and Father, and
we are Your children.
With Your grace, we have great
happiness.
"Oh Lord, You are our Father, You are
our Mother, and we are Your children.
And only by Your Grace can we have
happiness on this plane of the world."

No one knows Your limits, Oh God;
You are greater than the greatest.
"Oh Lord, no one can know Your limits,
and no one can sing Your praise, because
You are the only One Who knows about
Your glory. Those upon whom you
shower Your grace, only they can understand Your glory, and only they can sing
Your praise." And then He says, "Oh
Lord; You are the greatest of all. You are
greater than all the gods and goddesses,
and You are everything."

Everything is in Your string:
AN that happens is under Your
orders.
Whatever has been created, whatever we
see in this world, is "sewn in Your
thread." That means, "All these things
are attached to You, and You have control over them."

You alone know Your glory and
limits;
Nanak says, "Your slave ever sacrifices to You. "
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says, "Oh
Lord, only You can understand Your intelligence; only You can understand
Your Path. But I sacrifice myself on You
and I lay down my life before You."
Kabir Sahib says, "Only God knows the
glory of God, Who has created this creation; or those on whom God showers

grace, or those who become the slaves of
God; only they know the real glory of
God."
Masters come into this world as
benefactors, and they always work for
the benefit of the souls. Once there was a
holy man who was called by the people as
a benefactor, because he was always
thinking about the benefit of the people.
It once happened that there were some
thieves in that area, and they thought,
"Let us go and see that Master, whether
He will work for our benefit or not;
because people say that he is a benefactor
who always works for the benefit of the
people. Let us go and see whether he will
help us or not." So they went to him,
and said, "Mahatma Ji, one of our companions is sick today, and we would like
you to help us; we need you to come with
us, because we are going to steal something from somebody's house." So he
thought, "On the one hand, the work
which they are going to do is not good";
but he thought, since they were also people, he should go and work for their
benefit also. Anyway, he thought of
something, and he took a conch with
him, and he went with them.
So the thieves went to one person's
house, and they collected all the wealth.
As soon as they were ready to leave that
house with all those things, that Mahatma blew the conch; when people heard
that sound, everybody woke up, and
when the thieves saw that, they ran away.
When the people of the house saw the
"benefactor," the "sadhu," the "Mahatma," they wondered what he was doing
there with all that wealth which the
thieves were just going to take; and if he
had come there for stealing, why did he
blow the conch? So he told the whole
story of why he was doing that. He said,
"My work is to work for the benefit of
the people; I am a benefactor. In the first
place, I worked for the benefit of the
S A N T BANI

thieves; they wanted m e t o come with
them and I did. On the other hand, when
I saw that these people were going to take
things from your house, I was concerned
about you, and I worked for you; s o I
blew the conch. It may sound silly and
foolish, but still, since I a m a benefactor
Sadhu, and I always work for the benefit
of people, that's why I did this." And he
said, "I can tell you the place where the
thieves stay, and if you want, you can
take the police there, and the police can
capture the thieves." S o the police did,
and on the next day when that benefactor
came near the thieves, the thieves became
very angry with him and said, "We had
heard that you were a benefactor. But
what did you do? You didn't work for
our benefit! Instead you worked for the
benefit of other people, and because of
that we are in jail. That is not just." But
he said, "No, wait! Just think it over. I
worked for your benefit, and that is why

I agreed t o come with you; you wanted
me t o come with you, and I did. But
on the other hand, when I was in the
house, my working for your benefit was
over; after that I worked for the benefit
of others, and that is why you are in
jail."
S o whenever the Masters come, they
always work for the benefit of our souls.
Outwardly, many times when the Masters are working for our benefit, people
don't understand that, and they think
that the Masters are silly o r foolish. But
they d o not realize that although that
Master is outwardly working like other
human beings-He eats, sleeps and does
all the other things which human beings
do-within H e is always working for the
benefit of the souls. H e continually
works toward the union of the souls with
the Oversoul; that is His main purpose
and mission in coming into this world;
H e has n o other.

On Tour With The Master
(Continued from page 2)
"In the same way, if I say, 'Yes, there
will be a school here,' then maybe you
won't work so hard and it will not happen; and if I say, 'No. there will not be,'
and then if you work hard and develop
one, you will say that I am not allconscious. The way in which you asked
the question brings out this kind of a n
answer. But this I will say: that if you d o
develop a school here, it will be very
good for the Satsangi children. But it is
u p t o YOU."
This afternoon I had a long interview
with Him o n Anurag Sagar, clearing u p
many difficult points. H e was radiating
intense light throughout the interview.
There is a very beautiful (in my opinion) donkey here at Kirpal Kendra, the
pet of a little girl who lives here. The
other day I attempted to make friends
with him, and succeeded up to a pointhe licked (and attempted t o eat) my
finger, hand, coat sleeve, and anything
else that came near his mouth. But he
was friendly, sort of. Pappu observed me
petting him, and I told him he was my
friend.
This afternoon Pappu shouted, "Russell Ji! Can you come out?" outside my
window. I went running out t o find the
Master waiting for me. H e said, "I want
t o meet your friend." I laughed, H e
laughed, we all laughed, and we went
over to the donkey, who, unfortunately,
was eating a great pile of food and was
not interested in me. H e sniffed my hand
once but that was all. Sant Ji found
the whole thing uproariously funny and
so did I. I finally volunteered that we
weren't very close friends. This made
everybody laugh even more. Well-it's
been a long long trip.
AUGUST 31-The
Tour is rapidly
winding down. Yesterday morning was
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the last group meditation; last night the
last Satsang; this morning the last initiation-fourteen persons were given Naam
very sweetly and easily in the new Satsang Hall here at Kirpal Kendra. Out of
the fourteen, four saw the Master within.
Three children were also initiated into
the Sound Current only.
After the initiation, the Master spoke
with Bruce Cowan, who is now authorized to convey the instructions in
Australia, and gave him some practical
instructions for carrying on the work
based on His own experience.
Then a little later, Judith looked out
the window and saw the Master and
Pathi Ji outside; she told me and I went
out with my camera. The Master pointed
to the donkey, who was not far away,
and we all went over to see him. This
time he was more friendly and allowed
both the Master and myself to pet him.
The Master said t o him in English, "You
are friend," and laughed.
At noon the Master planted a tree and
then began the process of filling the pool
with water. Another few minutes and we
will be o n our way to Bruce Cowan's
apartment in Cremorne, near Sydney,
where we will spend the night in order to
catch our plane early tomorrow morning. So fast the days have gone! And
such a hold this truly wondrous country
and this very special ashram have taken
on our hearts these few days!
1
HONGKONGAIRPORT,SEPTEMBER
-As we were packing up to leave Kirpal
Kendra, a furious wind storm came up
suddenly; the air was full of dust and tree
branches, and doors, hats, etc., acquired
a life of their own. I asked someone if
there were tornadoes in Australia; he
laughed and said, "No, nor cyclones
either," and the second he said that I
knew what the Kendra had been reminding me of since we had arrived: Uncle
S A N T BANI

A n o w : The filling of the pool at h'irpal Kendra. BELOW: Giving a private
interview.

The first Satsang in Delhi
home. We spent most of the time in bed.
The Master held His first Satsang in
India on the afternoon of the day we left;
to watch Him, one would never think
that He had just finished one of the
most grueling experiences possible. His
strength and power were undiminished.
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After the Satsang, we had our farewell
interview with Him. His love was a gentle
bath.
That night we boarded our plane for
Frankfurt and then to Boston-the last
of so many flights.
THE END
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AT KIRPAL KENDRA

--ABOVE: In

the Satsang Hall. O P P O S I T E : The Master and friend.

Questions & Answers in Rajasthan
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
YOU explain what anger is,
and what causes anger, and how to
prevent it from coming in our within?

W

OULD

We can see the form of anger only
when we see its expression; only when we
see people fighting, or people getting
upset at each other. Only then can we see
what anger really is.
Once there was a Mahatma who told
Anger, "I have heard many stories about
you and I've heard about your deceptions, but I have not seen any of your
forms or your deceptions with my own
eyes."
So Anger said, "If you have not seen
that I will show you how everything happens once I a m at any place." A farmer
came to a merchant with some honey.
The farmer took some honey and pasted
it on the wall of the merchant's store with
his finger. Looking at the honey a fly
thought that it was for her to eat and
started eating; a lizard saw that fly and
thought it was for her. When the lizard
ate the fly, the merchant's cat saw the
lizard and thought it was meant for her
and she snatched the lizard. At the same
time the farmer's dog saw the cat and he
thought the cat was meant for him so he
started chasing that cat.
The cat was very dear to the merchant
and the dog was very dear to the farmer;
the merchant hit the dog with a stone and
the farmer hit the cat with a stick. The
merchant had many servants and the

This darshan session with the Master and
His disciples took place at Sant Bani
Ashram, Rajasthan, October 28, 1980.
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farmer had many companions; both parties started fighting with each other and
as a result many people broke their arms
and legs and had to be carried away. So
just in a few minutes everything happened. Anger told that Mahatma, "You
see how in just a few moments I created
such a deception and made people fight
with each other."
Anger does not come from outside;
the fire of anger arises from within us;
and in order to quench the fire of
anger-in order to quiet or satisfy the
anger-we use outer things.
You know that nowadays in Iran and
Iraq the guns are blowing out fire. That
is the fire of anger. They have widened
the mouths of the guns and the fire is
coming out and killing the people. It is
only because of anger. You see how,
because the people have become controlled by anger, because they have gone
mad with anger, one brother is killing the
other. One community or one religion is
fighting with the other.
Master Sawan Singh used t o say about
anger that once there was a dear one in
Abdabar who killed his brother and after
that he removed the skin from the bodv
of his brother; he put that skin under his
bed, and after that he used to eat food on
that skin.
The only way to prevent having anger
arise within is the meditation of Shabd
Naam. As the disease of anger is within
us, the medicine to remove this disease is
also within us.

Can you talk about the Radiant Form?
Does the Radiant Form always take the
SANT BANI

Form of one's own Master, or can it be a
past Master that one has never seen?
Master Sawan Singh used to say that in
the path of spirituality the relation of
grandfather or great-grandfather does
not exist. And it has no value. We should
always have faith in our own Father who
has given us initiation. Anyway, for convincing the disciple, and for satisfying
the disciple, the Radiant Form takes the
form of the past Master or even the present Master.
As I have said many times about
Sunder Das, a n initiate of Master Sawan
Singh Ji, who used t o live with me, at the
time of his death he not only saw Master
Sawan Singh but he also saw Baba Jaima1 Singh and Master Kirpal. When he
said that he was seeing the three forms at
that time we had made halvah prashad
for all the Sangat there, because it is a
tradition in the Sikh religion that if
anyone leaves the body at his own will or
without any resentment-if he is pleased
t o leave this world and he knows from
beforehand that he is going t o leave the
body-then we make the halvah and he
leaves the body cheerfully.
So we had made the prashad and people were sitting there and he said Master
Sawan Singh had come t o take him,
along with Baba Jaimal Singh and
Master Kirpal Singh. So sometimes it
happens that-to convince the disciple or
t o please the disciple-the Radiant Form
takes the form of the previous Master or
the present Master also.
In the same way, when my father left
the body he also saw both Masters Sawan
Singh and Kirpal Singh, even though he
was not an initiate. He used t o say, "I
will see when your devotion will liberate
me." S o three days before he left the
body a cable was given to me saying he
was almost ready to leave the body. So I
went there to Punjab and he told me he
was seeing both the Masters. This is a
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very special grace of the Masters;
sometimes to convince the disciples the
Master comes along with His Master or
along with His successor also. This is the
grace of the Masters. Master Sawan
Singh used t o say, "Masters have to take
care of the souls of even the dogs of the
Satsangis."
There was one lady living in the village
of 83 RB. She was initiated just a couple
of months ago and twenty days ago she
left the body. When she left the body she
reported that Master Kirpal had come t o
take her. She was not sick and she did not
have any physical pain or anything like
that. The day before she left the body she
was doing laundry all day long and next
morning she got u p a t four o'clock and
sat for meditation and while she was sitting for meditation she left the body.
Before leaving the body she told her
family members that both Master Kirpal
and myself had come there to take her.
Her family members came t o me and told
me about her departure.
Anyway we should always have faith
and trust in that form of the Master who
has given us initiation and told us,
"Come within and find me."-in
that
form H e has told us.

In the beginning of the Anurag Sagar a
condition called Bhringi is talked about.
Can you comment on that and explain
how that can be achieved?
The disciple can become successful
only when he becomes like the Bhringi.
When the insect catches the attention of
the Bhringi he becomes the same form as
the Bhringi. In the same way those who
will accept the attention of the Masters,
the attention of the Shabd, only they will
become the form of the Master and go
back home. That is why Hazur Maharaj
used t o say, "If you love me, obey my
commandments."
In meditation at times I find that I am
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simply sitting in one place listening to the
sound and not plunging completely into
it, and letting it completely take me
away. I'm not being absorbed. How can
I let go of the clutching and be taken
away by it?
You should not try to d o anything
while you are sitting for meditation except meditation. The dear one should
forget about himself completely. H e
should not even remember where he is
sitting. Whenever you try from yourself
to absorb yourself or plunge into it or t o
clutch anything, you will at once become
aware of your body and that will break
your concentration. When the concentration is broken you will have t o start all
over again.

Is repeating Simran the best way to get
past pain while sitting?
[Laughing] I think that if we lovingly
d o the Simran, without understanding it
as a burden, then we will never even
remember if we are having pain. The soul
gets the power of bearing the pain by
itself if we are doing the Simran lovingly.
I was talking to Millie Prendergast last
summer and she said you just go to the
eye focus and then you repeat the names;
that's how she described it. I was
wondering, when you sit, are you supposed to go right to the eye focus or is
that a process of doing the Simran and
then you go to the eye focus?
W e should take our attention right t o
the eye focus as soon as we close our eyes
and sit for meditation. If we are able to
d o that then we will not find any difficulty in rising above. You know that when
we are not doing our meditation at that
time also our attention is at the eye focus.
Whenever we have to think about
anything or remember anything our attention is at the center of our forehead at
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the eye focus. S o we should always keep
our attention there. And if we want to
progress in meditation, it is very important to keep our attention there and then
d o Simran.
The thing is that we are not giving so
much attention to the Simran of the Satguru as we are giving t o the Simran of the
world: that is the difference.

There is so much emphasis on Simran,
but to me at times, here I am just saying
five foreign words that I can't relate to
except that the Master has told me that
this will bring me to different levels.
How do we get to understand or have
more of a feeling for the Simran?
Instead of thinking about understanding them you should go on repeating
them which will bring the understanding
to you by itself. When you go within then
you will understand them. When you go
within, everything will be like an open
book. When you go within then you
don't need to ask anything from anyone;
there will be n o doubts, no confusions.
As long as we are outside we don't know
the importance of doing Simran, but
when we have faith in the Simran and d o
a lot of Simran and go within, then we
know the importance of Simran, and
desire to d o it more and more.

When we do bhajan should we stop
doing Simran?
Yes. You can d o only one work at a
time.

You frequently mention to do meditation with full devotion, but frequently
the mind is racing away like a wild team
of horses, and you're sitting with pain all
through your body so next time you want
to sit for meditation the mind immediately picks up on "It's going to
hurt. " I t ' s going to be fighting the whole
rime.
SANT BANI

[Laughing] Don't obey your mind. If
you will do that only love will be left with
you. The mind is our enemy and we
should not obey our enemy. Mind will
not let any opportunity go from his
hands without utilizing it.
The Sadhu who has struggled with
mind all his life long knows that this is
the path of patience and unless we have
patience we cannot become successful.
That is why it is very important for us to
be patient and with all our love and devotion keep on doing our meditations. If
we do that with patience, we will definitely succeed.
When your mind tells you that you are
having a lot of pain and you should not
sit any longer, at that time, instead of
obeying him and giving in to him, you
should punish him by sitting for a longer
time by suffering pain for a little bit more
time so that he may know that if he will
bring that feeling again you will make
him sit for a longer time.
Regarding the mind, Master Sawan
Singh used to tell one story about a
Muslim fakir. Once his mind brought the
desire for eating dates, so the fakir said,
"I don't have any money right now; let
us go into the forest to cut some wood;
then I will be able to buy the dates." So
he went into the forest. His mind said,
"Why are you going so far into the forest? This is a good spot for cutting
wood." But he said, "No, let me go deep
into the forest where there is a better
quality of wood so I can get more money
and I can buy more dates." So he went
farther than his mind wanted; and, after
that when he cut down the wood his mind
didn't want him to carry a lot of weight.
But he said, "No, if I take a lot of wood
we will get a lot of money and naturally
we will get more dates to eat." So he carried more wood than he really should
have carried. When he came to the town
he sold that wood and bought the dates,
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and said, "Let us go into the forest
again; that will be a good place to sit
down, where no one else is there, and it
will be very enjoyable to sit there alone
and eat the dates." So he dragged his
body there; his mind was also being
punished at the same time. When he sat
there, he asked his mind, "Well, do you
want to eat the dates?" His mind said,
"Yes, that is why I have done all this
work." So he said, "Today you have
asked for dates; tomorrow you will ask
for some other thing. Then you will say
you want to get married, next you will
want to produce children, and in that
way you will always ask for one thing or
another, and I will have to fulfill your
desires. So tell me, when will I have time
to meditate? So it is better that I not obey
your first desire, so that you may learn
the lesson that I am not your servant, I
am the servant of my Master." After
that he gave away the dates to someone
else. And Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say that that fakir punished his mind in
such a way that for one year he didn't
drink anything except warm water. He
didn't eat any food or anything. That
was his punishment to the mind.
Once I came from the army to meet my
first Master Baba Bishan Das-I have
told you many stories about him because
he was the Mahatma who made my life.
When I came to see Baba Bishan Das my
mind played a trick on me. He used to
wake me up at one o'clock because he
used to get up then to meditate. So
whenever he got up he would wake me
also. One day my mind made me think,
"What is the use of coming here to
the ashram of the Master if you still
have to get up at one o'clock to meditate?" I was thinking of the ashram as
a resort place for me because I was
spending my holidays there. So when
Baba Bishan Das woke me up at one
o'clock I said, "Master, why do I have to

get up when you are already up and you
are sitting for meditation." At once
Baba Bishan Das knew that this was a
trick of the mind; I was being fooled by
the mind. He said, "Well, if you don't
want to meditate, don't, but at least get
up and come here. I want to tell you
something; come with me." I didn't
know what Baba Bishan Das had in His
mind-what H e was going t o d o t o me.
Near the dera there was a pond-this was
in the month of December, and it was
one o'clock in the morning-the water
was very cold. H e started talking with me
and suddenly he took me near the pond.
He held my hand and was just about t o
push me into the pond; I said, "Well,
Master, if you want me t o go there. I
will, but let me take off my clothes." But
He said, "No, because I know that if I
give you that much time, your mind will
fool you again, and you will run away."
S o He pushed me into the pond, and
when I came out my condition was like
that of a mouse which has been thrown
into water; when it comes out it is shivering with the cold. That was the last day

when I thought about sleeping later than
one o'clock. After that I never in my
whole life slept after one o'clock. That is
why I always say, "It is not in my
heritage to sleep in the early hours of the
morning." What Baba Bishan Das did
was the best thing for me; that was His
way t o teach me that we should never
obey our mind. Mind is always with us
and it is our enemy. If we will obey our
enemy, then how are we going to conquer our enemy? If we obey our mind
once, if we procrastinate o r postpone our
meditation once in obedience to our
mind, then next day-he is still within
us-he will play the same trick. And in
that way, day by day, he will take
us far away from the Master, and the
time may come when we might even leave
the Path, if we continuously obey our
mind.
S o in the morning the mind says,
"Sleep now, tonight you have plenty of
time and you will meditate later on; sleep
now." Later he will advise you to meditate tomorrow and in that way he will
never let you meditate.

The Lord is My Shepherd
RICHARD W. SHANNON

The Lord is my shepherd, Ishall not
want;
He makes me lie down in green pastures.
He leads me beside still waters; he
restores my soul.
He leads me in paths of righteousness for His Name's sake.
Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear
no evil;
For Thou art with me; Thy rod and
Thy staff, they comfort me.
Thou preparest a table before me in
the presence of my enemies;
Thou annointest my head with oil,
my cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shallfollow me all the days of my life;
And Ishall dwell in the house of the
Lord forever.
PSALM 23

interview in Potter
A
Valley Sant Ji told me that if it happened that I got a chance to come to
T MY GOODBYE

India this year, I should be sure to
take it. This advice puzzled me because
I thought, "Why would I not want to
come and be with Him if I could?"
For reasons known only to Master, I
have had much good fortune in being
able to spend a lot of time in His company. But I tend to expect earth-shaking
changes to show up in my inner and outer
life. My mind sets me up for disappointments; I find my mind willing to cooperate only if it doesn't really have to
give up anything in return.
Last year I was surprised to observe
my mind running in its regular low channels even while at His feet, and I came
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back anesthetized by a nagging doubt:
what about that quote to the effect that
the mind is supposed to become still
when you sit in the company of a
Master? Although I was never able to put
that thought into words until this fall,
the doubt was operating at some level in
my mind. The result was to paralyze my
self-introspection, to give me a blind
spot, and to make me run in circles.
I marvel at the perfection with which
the Master applied a cure to fit the
disease. Before Sant Ji arrived in the
U.S. this summer, I was working on the
printing of The Impact of a Saint when
the idea of following the Master around
the country on Tour as Russell had done
with Master Kirpal in 1963 stuck firmly
in my consciousness. It seemed impossible at first, but by the time Sant Ji had
been at Sant Bani only a few days, I had
found people to share driving and expenses and was given extra time off from
my job. Also, while Sant Ji was at Sant
Bani something started growing in my
feelings about the Path. I began to feel so
tired of going around in circles, making
and remaking the same mistakes. Even
while my soul was numbed by my mind's
unvoiced doubt, my mind was weighted
down by its continuing failure to hang
onto the blessings He has so often given
me. In Colorado I told Him, "I'm expecting, I'm hoping, to get a lot out of being
with You this summer." I still wanted to
have it made easy; I wanted a yellow
brick-no, a gold-brick road. I drove a
lot of miles, spent a lot of time with Him,
but I didn't meditate very much and
came home feeling like the same person.
But at least I was starting to realize that
one needs to cup his hands when blessings are showered; I was starting to see
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my salvation running through my fingers.
My wife had stayed home, working,
paying the bills, for almost all the Tour;
Sant Ji had told me more than once
that she was a very good soul. This
fall she was signed up to go t o India,
and couldn't go; I thought I couldn't go
either. I had been away from my job for
a majority of the summer, and I had used
up all my vacation. But suddenly I saw
this as the very situation Sant Ji had
predicted in His puzzling instructions to
"take the opportunity t o come to India,
if you get it." I convinced my boss to let
me go, and started packing.
I had been a group shepherd last year,
and had been ably assisted by my wife
and the other shepherd, so much so that
about all I had to d o was use my loud
voice for making announcements. This
year was different although I still had
lots of help from my co-shepherd and his
wife. They did all the organizing and
mostly I just worried. We had plenty of
occasion to worry. In Frankfurt after reconfirming our tickets and retiring in our
day rooms we awoke to the bad news that
a strike of ground personnel in Delhi
would require us to stay in Frankfurt; no
new departure time was set. We were all
stuck with little money, no hotel and no
meals.
Before we all finally got accommodations in a Youth Hostel, we went through
about five different steps. At each point
we had many different opinions about
what to d o next, and people were drifting
away for personal needs. I tried to be
fair, to keep everyone together and to
balance the needs of individuals and the
group; mostly I tried t o be receptive.
At one point we were all sitting around
on our baggage-I had just announced
that we would be democratic in deciding
what to d o with our luggage, whether or
not to sleep in the airport lobby, and
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what to d o about food. As the range o f
opinions widened and everyone's patience ebbed, I realized I had to take
charge and be assertive. I announced
that we wouldn't be democratic after all;
I would decide. Amid several jokes
about my sudden dictatorship I told
everyone that we would check our bags
in a special baggage room and then all go
to the Youth Hostel which had been
discovered by a brother from Canada
who speaks German.
We struggled through checking bags,
searching for vegetarian food in the airport supermarket, changing money and
keeping track of one another. The other
shepherd arranged for a bus t o take us t o
the Youth Hostel. Eventually we got
everyone on the bus, settled in rooms for
the night and even managed to phone
Judith Perkins in the U.S. to tell her of
our plight.
Next day we were switched to PanAm
and about twenty-four hours later had
completed both the flight to Delhi and
the bus ride t o Rajasthan. We arrived in
daylight and Sant Ji came out to greet us.
H e told us H e was sad when we didn't
come the previous day but now that we
had arrived His joy knew no bounds. My
mind jumped o n those words "knew no
bounds." How could that be true? H e
must be exaggerating for effect. (Something I d o frequently.) My mind set u p
shop. All kinds of doubts began to come
forth. But that assertiveness in Frankfurt
stayed with me in the form of a strengthened will to try, to try hard this time.
Sant Ji told us to rest and that next
morning, our first day, we didn't have to
get up early t o meditate. I found myself
awake at four, so I sat for quite a while.
One nice result of the ordeal of getting
there was t o clear my mind of many of its
usual thoughts of family and work. Still,
as Sant Ji told us later o n , "When we sit
down to meditate the mind opens up its
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office and starts to work." I was looking
forward to seeing Sant Ji at seven, and to
the prospect of getting a boost in meditation by sitting for an hour with Him. But
towards the end of the hour I was in a lot
of pain, I wasn't finding it easy to keep
my mind quiet, and I was frustrated and
angry. My mind said, "Remember the
nice inner experiences you had in 1974
when you meditated with Master Kirpal?
Why isn't it like that now?" (Isn't it interesting how the mind selectively recalls
events, twisting the truth to lead us away
from the help the Master offers? Out of
about twenty-one days with Master Kirpal I had three or four high spots in
meditation; I gorged myself on rice pudding and oranges the night before His
birthday celebration, got sick, missed
most of the events, canceled the rest of
my trip, and came home with a high
fever .)
The next morning, on my own from
three to six, I sat awake, rarely moving,
but Simran was like lead on my tongue.
Often my mind blurs the distinction between the "tongue of thought" and the
thought of the tongue. At seven I was sitting with Sant Ji having a very wandering
mind when I realized how self-centered I
was being; the Master was sitting there
only to help me and I was not having
faith in Him. I was feeling sorry for
myself. Each day before meditation He
would repeat the charged names for us
and then say so sweetly, "Make your
mind quiet because only a quiet mind can
do meditation. Don't allow any fantasies
to come in your mind. Just for this hour
keep your mind quiet. Tell him that for
this hour you are sitting here for a special
purpose." But 1 found the fantasies
waiting in ambush and my Simran
stumbled and had to be restarted often.
For the first couple of days it was very
difficult.
We had questions and answers at 5:15
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to 6 9 0 . He told us the mind never misses
an opportunity to distract us from
meditation. He told us that unless we
have full faith in the Master we cannot go
within. He also said that ours is the Path
of patience. I had the job of taping and
was sitting right in front of Him and felt
buoyed up by His glances and the love
radiating from Him. Never before had I
been able to appreciate His beauty like
this time. When it was time to stop He
told us to line up and He walked slowly
down the long line giving us all long,
deep looks. I struggled to hold on to
what He poured into my eyes. Thoughts
of my eyes, thoughts of His physical
form distracted me. Too soon He moved
on to the next person.
I had forgotten His advice by the time
we sat with Him to meditate next morning. I got so depressed, thinking, "Why
am I not being pulled up?" The pain in
my legs got worse as I got more depressed
and felt more sorry for myself. Inside I
was crying out, "Sant Ji, I don't want to
sit here with my mind running all
around. All I want is to look at You."
(And move my legs.) I began to think I
would get up, stomp out of the room, get
my bags, walk to the nearest town, catch
a bus back to Delhi and go back to the
U.S. My mind, swept up in the enormity
of this fantasy, plunged deeper. My
mind said, "You've never gotten anywhere and it is all Master's fault because
it is so hard." Then I thought that if I
walked out on the Master, that would
mean I would leave the Path, and I
would have to move away from the
Ashram, and my wife of course wouldn't
want to leave, so I'd have to leave my
wife and family and all the outer things
in my life which have been sweetened by
the Master's influence and love. My
mind had worked itself into a corner,
and part of it gave up. When Sant Ji told
us to leave off I realized it was all a fan25

tasy, but then guilt set in for having
wasted a whole hour engaged in such a
horrible fantasy. Sant Ji barely looked at
me, and then seemed cold and far away.
"Not surprising," I thought, "since H e
knows everything I'm thinking." But
then I thought, "How could He d o His
work when I'm so busy listening to my
mind? How can H e come in when I a m
pushing Him out?"
Before coming I had prayed for some
kind of shock to break my old habits. I
thought maybe I would get sick, or the
Master would be really rough on me or
something. It never occurred to me that
my own mental machine would run wild
and its gears get stuck.
I walked around despairing, and only
cheered u p slightly when a friend from
Boston consoled me sweetly. That morning I had my interview and told Sant Ji I
had been doubting and making it hard
for the Master t o d o His work. H e smiled
and laughed, saying, "I told you yesterday that the mind never misses an opportunity to d o its work; you should remember that." H e told me t o develop
patience in everything I do. H e smiled
and radiated such love; it seemed so clear
that H e is my father and H e loves me at
some level far deeper than the bad habits
and failures o n the surface. In those few
moments He restored my soul. From
that point on I began to enjoy meditating
with Him more and more. I found Simran easier. H e had told us that when the
mind tells us t o leave off sitting because
of pain we should then sit longer, forcing
the mind t o bear the pain longer so that it
will learn that if it brings that thought in
us we will d o the opposite.
Throughout the whole stay H e emphasized that doing the Simran, doing
our devotion, is a self-correcting process.
The more we d o it, the easier it becomes
to d o it. The more we practice, the more
adept we become. Questions about prob26

lems with consciousness of the body, of
the breathing, poor concentration-improvement comes by itself. It seems so obvious. But in practice we prefer to ask
questions, and to settle for a description
of the experience rather than making the
effort to have the experience ourself.
One morning after meditation I was
feeling sad t o think that it would be a
long time till afternoon when we'd be
with Sant Ji again. (He did come t o dinner every day; H e sat and gave us His
darshan as we picked u p our food and
went to our seats. But that was not as intimate as the times when we sat with Him
in His room or in the grove of trees.) Returning quickly from a walk this morning, I turned towards the cows instead of
towards our quarters. Something propelled me further, around the next corner. T o my delight I saw Sant Ji standing
in His informal turban directing a sevadar who was carrying a big block of
wood across the yard. I watched thinking
I would like to d o something to help. The
man struggled t o lift the front of a heavy
trailer t o block it up with the piece of
wood. I ran to help him. The job was
over in seconds, but I was thrilled both t o
have seen Sant Ji and to have been able
to d o something in the way of seva. I
marveled over the way my wish to see
Sant Ji had been fulfilled.
The taping job carried with it the
privilege of sitting in the front row. but I
didn't like to "pull rank" and ask people
to move to let me sit in front. The cord
on the microphone was long enough so I
could sit in the very back and still get the
sound. Then I put the earphones on and
it seemed like I had Him all to myself.
His words were right in my ears. It
seemed very intimate.
The day of the monthly Satsang I did
exercise my right to sit in front. I put the
mike on the cloth in front of Him and
riveted my eyes on His. I loved sitting
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right in front of Him. I was about four
feet away, literally at His feet. The day
before someone had asked what we
should do in His presence and He replied
that we should do constant Simran and
that it is a good opportunity to develop
concentration because it is easier to concentrate on something we can see. I tried
not to take my eyes off His. I was
pleasantly surprised at how easy it was to
sit through Satsang. Always before I
have despaired at not having a discourse
in English. What power flows through
Him as He speaks! In contrast the question and answer sessions are like a river
dammed and clogged with debris. I was
happy to sit there and listen to the
rhythm of His voice. I was looking at
both of His eyes at once, not focusing on
either one and He was looking over me to
the crowd behind me. There was a dark
place in the center of each eye and the
bright sun outside the canopy was reflected on each side. I was like a cobra in
front of a flute player. Suddenly He
stopped and signaled to the pathi to sing.
The shock of the sudden stop of His
words was like a dash of cold water.
On one of the last days He gave us a
discourse on Tere Naam Da Bharosa
Bhari. ("We have the great grace of
Your Naam for protecting the honor of
the dear ones.") He mentioned that the
Master could either liberate us without
our meditating or He could make us
meditate. He seemed so patient with us,
yet sad that we were perpetually willing
to ask questions but so hesitant to go
within. He mentioned not to be attached
to the outer form of the Master, that it
would not always be with us; we need to
catch the Shabd form within which is our
real Master.
We had only two more days left and I
began to wish that I could stay longer.
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Yet at the same time I noticed that my
mind-which had been remarkably free
of thoughts of my family and my
work-was starting to think of what it
would be like when I got home. Sant Ji
had told us several times the necessity of
faith and patience. I recalled something
Russell had said about Kal in commenting on the Anurag Sagar: once Kal or
"Time" was created, his very nature
meant that sooner or later he would rebel
against the Timeless Lord. I realize that
until I have freed myself from the demands of time by paying off my karmas
and cleaning my soul, I cannot stay for
long at Master's feet. I leave Him either
physically or mentally. I consoled myself
with Master Kirpal's saying, "You must
learn to swim in water, not on dry land."
Looking back, I understand now how
the Master prepares a table before us, the
Light and Sound experiences feed our
soul in the presence of our enemies: mind
and senses. But we have to have faith
enough to come to the table. There is a
passage in one of the Narnia tales where
the Lion-God Aslan prepares a feast for
his followers; some unbelieving dwarfs
also present can neither see the feast nor
enjoy its taste. To them it is only mud
and dirt and darkness.
Sant Ji emphasized, "We should have
patience in every work we do. If we apply
that in our worldly work, you will find
that it will help you a lot and bring good
results. And in terms of the meditation
also, while we are doing the meditation,
if we are patient, then we always get good
results. Patience and gratefulness: these
are the two things which Satsangis
should not leave. One should be grateful
to his Master, and one should be patient
with whatever he has received, because
whatever is written in our fate, we will
get that."
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The Master giving this talk to the Ashram School family, J u l j ~13, 1980

Education and Discipline
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

I

AM VERY glad to see all of you. Most of

the dear ones I know personally,
because they have come around the ashram and are initiates and I have seen
them many times, and I have met their
children also. But some of the dear ones
whom I have never met before, I've got
this opportunity to see them. So I'm very
grateful and I'm very pleased to see all
the dear ones. I welcome all of you, and I
appreciate that all of you have come here
to listen to me.
All those who are learned, they already know how important it is to study
to get an education, and what the
benefits of education are. And you know
what we have to sacrifice and what we
have to do in order to get a better education.
We know that the most important
thing for every child in the building of his
educated life is school. It is the steppingstone of the life of the children, so if the
school is good and if the teachers are
good, only then can the children get good
education from the very beginning.
When they grow older and go to college
they will be able to understand things
much better.
Saints are also like teachers. As the
teachers teach the children in the school
what is good and what is bad, in the same
way, when the Master Saints come in this
world they also start their school, which
we ordinarily call "Satsang." You can
Sant Ji gave this talk to the student body,
parents, and faculty of the Sant Bani
Ashram School in the Satsang Hall at the
Ashram, on Sunday, July 13, 1980.
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call it "Satsang" or "school," and in
that satsang or school Masters lovingly
tell us what is good for us and what is bad
for us. They tell us what things we should
do to improve our life and what things
we should not do, so that we may make
our life much better. And those who
obey the commandments of the Master,
those who mold their life according to
the instructions of the Master, realize in
the end that they have learned a lot.
If those who come to the Masters do
not obey their commandments and do
not mold their lives according to the
teachings of the Master, and go on the
wrong path, the Masters will not lose
anything. The person who is not obeying
the commandments of the Master, he
will lose. If we obey the teachings of the
Masters we improve our life. And moreover, we can help in the mission of the
Masters. Anyone who comes to the satsang, the school of the Masters, in the
beginning he is ignorant. He doesn't
know what is good for him and what is
bad for him.
Even though some people come to the
Masters when they are fifty years old,
some when they are forty years old, when
they first come they are all like children.
They don't know anything. In the same
way, the children who have joined the
school don't know anything. They don't
even know how to sit, how to stand, how
to talk. They don't even know how much
respect and appreciation they should
have for the teacher. Whereas those who
come to the Path don't know anything
about the glory of the Master, but at least
they know how to deal with people. But

children don't even know that. Children
don't even know that the education
which they are getting will be helpful for
them in the future and that because of a
good education they will make a good
life. Children are innocent and they
don't know that this thing is good for
them.
In such a situation the parents are the
first teachers of the children. So if the
parents tell the children, "Dear children,
it is good for you to go t o school, and
after going to school it is good for you to
study wholeheartedly, and respect the
teachers and remain in the discipline,"
only then can the children have a better
understanding about the importance of
going to school. Because school is a
totally new thing for them, they don't
know how to utilize their time in the best
way. So that is why it becomes so very
important for the parents t o teach the
children about the importance of the
school and how to behave there. If they
tell all these things to the children it will
be helpful for them.
Children are the wealth of nations.
The leaders, emperors, kings and great
people of the future will come u p from
these children only, so it is very important for us t o give them a good education. If they do not study in a correct
way, then how can they progress in life?
More than that-how can they help in
the progress of their country? If we will
teach the children t o be in discipline, we
will help the teachers of the school. If the
children will remain in discipline, the
teachers will be able t o put all their attention on the children and love them. And
when the children remain in discipline
and receive so much love and respect
from the teachers, they will appreciate
that, and they will be able to learn more.
So that is why it is very important for
us to remember these things: First of all,
we should have respect for the school to
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which our children are going, and the
children also should have respect for
their school. After that comes respect
and appreciation for the teachers. If the
children respect and appreciate the
teachers, they will gain a lot. And if the
parents teach the children about discipline and teach discipline to them, it will
be helpful in their studies also.
In Rajasthan there was one Swami
Keshvanand, and he established one
school. H e encouraged people t o give
donations, he raised a lot of funds, and
he worked very hard to establish that
school. And when it was established
many children got educated, and it was
very well respected in the area. That
school produced many good leaders, and
many became well-known, because they
had been given a very good education.
Many even became Members of Parliament, which is not a small thing in India.
But later on those who had gotten an
education there didn't remember the
school, nor have any respect for it. That
affected the new generation, who also
started not respecting the school, and in
that way the name of the school went
down and down.
So once Swami Keshvanand invited all
the old students. Among those who came
were many Members of Parliament,
ministers, etc. The Swami told them,
"Don't you remember the education you
got from this school? You have become
Members of Parliament only because of
that education. Should you not take care
of the school?" Education is the first
thing which makes our life. If we are illiterate we cannot deal with people, we
cannot earn anything; we cannot d o anything if we don't have a good education.
H e meant to say that, to whichever
school our children are going, we should
have respect for that school, and we
should always help it in whatever way we
can.
SANT BANI

Master Sawan Singh never forgot His
teacher, even though Master Sawan
Singh became a Param Sant. Still He
always remembered His teacher and
whenever He met him He gave him much
respect.
Swami Keshvanand had been a
Member of Parliament when India
became independent. At that time most
of the Members of Parliament and
leaders were illiterate. He felt very bad
about that and that's why he was inspired to start such a school. He went
from one village to another, from door
to door, collecting money for the school,
and he worked hard for many years;
eventually he was successful. Swami
Keshvanand used to say that those who
don't help the schools, but who always
criticize the schools where their children
are going, are doing no good for their
children. He used to say such people
should be drowned in a river with a
garland of stones around their neck. He
used to say that such people are the
enemies of society, because they don't
appreciate the place from where the
leaders of the future are going to come.
Swami Keshvanand was a very simple
man who ate simple food. But he used to
work very hard for the benefit of other
people. And you know that when someone is working selflessly for other people, the worldly people think that he is
not in his senses, that he is a madman. So
people used to taunt him, saying, "We
will see if this hard work that you are doing will bear any fruit." Swami Keshvanand said, "Don't worry about me.
Whatever work I am doing, definitely
will prove worthwhile. It will benefit the
people. I don't want to die while lying on
my bed-I want to die while I am still active." It so happened that when he left
his body, he was still very much in action,
even though he was very old. He left the
body in Delhi while he was walking.
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If somebody donates money to a
school, and if the children study
wholeheartedly, and become worthwhile
people, then you can see whose donation
has made that possible.
In India there are six deeds which are
considered most holy. One is to give
donations in the name of God; another is
to receive donations in the name of God
for God's work; the third is to give
education; the fourth is to receive the
education of God; the fifth is to perform
the devotion of the Lord, and the sixth is
to make other people do the devotion of
God.
In India in the old days people used to
teach children with the understanding
that they were giving the donation of
knowledge to the children, and the
children used to have so much respect
and appreciation for their teachers that
they used to call them "gurus," or
"masters." Those who studied in those
early schools, even if they went up to the
fourth grade only, still had much more
discipline and knowledge than the
masters and graduates of this time,
because nowadays, if the teachers are
strict-and sometimes they have to be
strict-the children rebel and don't like
it. And when the teachers are not appreciated and respected by the children,
they also think, "Why should we bother
so much for the children? We will get
paid anyway!" But this is not good for
the children or for the teachers.
It is the duty of the parents to teach
discipline to the children. If we teach
them discipline, it will be good and
helpful for the teachers in the schools.
Moreover, by doing that we are having
mercy on our children. If we teach
them discipline, and how to remain
in discipline, it will help them here
in this school and when they go to other
schools, and when they do their work
when they go into the world. Everywhere
3i

they will find it very helpful. In
childhood everybody's mind is very
swift-like a monkey. Little children
always have very fast thoughts, and they
love to think about how to fool the
teacher and play mischief.
You know that children love to get
many days off from school so they can
play and d o whatever they want. Once it
so happened that there were some
children who wanted to have a day off t o
play, so all of them decided to play a
trick on the teacher. When the teacher
came into the classroom one boy got u p
and said, "Sir, why d o you look so sad
and weak today?" Rut the teacher said,
"No, I don't have sny problem, I am
okay. You go and sit down." But
another child got u p and said, "No, sir,
you should believe uls-your face is very
pale. Something is wrong with you. Are
you sick?" H e answered, "No, no, no,
no. I'm all right, you g c and sit down.
Let us start the work." Bu6.the other one
got u p and said, "No, sir. You should
rest today. You definitely teed to rest,
because if you don't rest you will get
sicker." And in that way, since all the
children told him, he was convinced
somehow that he was sick and that he
should go and rest.
But he was also very smart. So he said,
"Okay. You all come with me t o my
home, and I will lie down in bed, and you

come with me and read there. If you
want me to rest, I will rest." So he took
them home and, because he was convinced that he was sick, he started arguing with his wife. He said to her, "You
are supposed to take good care of my
health. You didn't tell me that I was
weak and pale; the children told me. You
are not giving me good food and care! "
She said, "No, you are all right. You are
normal." But he said, "No, you are lying. ' '
Anyway, he lay down on the bed and
he had all the children sitting near him.
Now the children thought, "We played
this trick because we wanted a day off.
but the teacher is very smart. H e told us
to come here and still we don't have the
day off." So they thought of playing one
more trick. They said to each other, "Let
us read very loudly, and when we read
aloud then maybe he will get a headache
and tell us to go." So they started
reading loudly. After some time the
teacher got upset and he said, "Don't
make me have a headache. You go. Today is a day off."
So children are very much like this.
They always want many days off because
they like to play. But if we tell them how
important it is for them t o go t o school
regularly, attend their classes, and study
wholeheartedly-if
we teach them
discipline-that will be helpful for them.
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